
Section 111 & 112 Terms List 

1. AH-1W Cobra - Fire support and security for forward and rear area forces, point target/anti-
armor, anti-helicopter, armed escort, supporting arms control and coordination, point and 
limited area air defense from enemy fixed-wing aircraft 

2. CH-53E Super Sea Stallion - As the Marine Corps' heavy lift helicopter designed for the 
transportation of material and supplies, is compatible with most amphibious class ships and is 
carried routinely aboard LHA (Landing, Helicopter, Assault: an amphibious assault ship) and LHD 
(Landing, Helicopter, Dock: an amphibious assault ship) type ships. 

3. UH-1Y Huey - Airborne command and control, combat assault, medical evacuation, maritime 
special operations, supporting arms control and coordination, fire support and security for 
forward and rear area forces. 

4. MV-22B Osprey - Assault transport of combat troops in the initial assault waves and follow-on 
stages of amphibious operations and subsequent operations ashore. 

5. EA-6B Prowler - used to collect tactical electronic order of battle (EOB) data, which can be 
recorded and processed after missions to provide updates to various orders of battle. 

6. AV-8B Harrier II - Attacks and destroys surface targets under day and night visual 
meteorological conditions and provides 

7. KC130F/R/T/J Hercules - Aerial refueling service in support of Fleet Marine Force (FMF) air 
operations and provides assault air transport of personnel, equipment, and supplies. 

8. F-18A/B/C/D/G Hornet - Intercept and destroy enemy aircraft under all-weather conditions 
and attack and destroy surface targets 

9. F-35 A/B/C Lighting II Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) - Is a family of single-seat, single -engine, 
all-weather multirole fighter undergoing testing and final development by the United States. 
The fifth generation combat aircraft is designed to perform ground attack, aerial 
reconnaissance, and air defense 

10. LHA - The primary mission is to land and sustain United States Marines on any shore during 
hostilities. 

11. LHD - the largest amphibious ship in the world has an enhanced well deck, enabling it to 
carry three LCACs 

12. LPD - combines the functions of three different classes of ships 
13. LSD - The primary mission is to dock, transport and launch the Navy's Landing Craft Air Cushion 

(LCAC) vessels and other amphibious craft and vehicles with crews and Marines into potential 
trouble spots around the world 

14. LCU - are used by amphibious forces to transport equipment and troops to the shore. They are 
capable of transporting tracked or wheeled vehicles and troops from amphibious assault ships 
to beachheads or piers 

15. LCAC - Transport weapons systems, equipment, cargo and personnel of the assault elements of 
the Marine Air/Ground Task Force both from ship to shore and across the beach 

16. T-AH (sealift) -Provide a mobile, flexible, rapidly responsive afloat medical capability to provide 
acute medical and surgical care in support of amphibious task forces, Marine Corps, Army, and 
Air Force elements, and forward deployed Navy elements. Provides a full-service hospital asset 



for use by other government agencies involved in the support of disaster relief and 
humanitarian 

17. T -AK (sealift) - carries a full range of Marine Corps cargo; enough cargo to support a Marine Air 
Ground Task Force for 30 days 

18. War - When instruments of national power are unable to achieve national objectives or protect 
national interests any other way, the US national leadership may decide to conduct large- scale, 
sustained combat operations to achieve national objectives or protect national interests 

19. MOOTW - focuses on deterring war, resolving conflict, promoting peace, and supporting civil 
authorities in response to domestic crises 

20. Arms Control - A concept that predicts any plan, arrangement, or process, resting upon explicit 
or implicit international agreement. 

21. Humanitarian Assistance - relieve or reduce the results of natural or manmade disasters or other 
endemic conditions such as human pain, disease, hunger, or privation in countries or regions 
outside the United States 

22. MOPP Level Ready - the condition when a Marine carries their gas mask  
23. MOPP level zero - is the condition that exists when a Marine has all of his or her MOPP gear 

available but is not wearing it. 
24. M9 Detector Paper - is usually issued 1 roll per squad or gun team and is worn around the 

ankles, wrists, and biceps on the exterior of protective clothing 
25.  M8 Detector Paper - is issued with your field protective mask and the M256A1 chemical agent 

detector kit as an SL-3 component 
26. Immediate Decontamination - minimizes casualties, saves lives, and limits the spread of 

contamination. Immediate decontamination is carried out by individuals upon becoming 
contaminated 

27. Operational Decon - sustains operations, reduces the contact hazard, and limits the spread of 
contamination to eliminate the necessity or reduce the duration of wearing MOPP gear. 

28. Thorough Decon - reduces or eliminates the need for individual protective clothing. 
29. Mustard - particularly insidious because they do not manifest their symptoms for several hours 

after exposure. They attack the eyes and respiratory tract as well as the skin there is no effective 
therapy for mustard once its effects become visible. Treatment is largely supportive: to relieve 
itching and pain, and to prevent infection. 

30. LEWISITE - is a light- to dark-brown liquid that vaporizes slowly. The vapors are so  irritating that 
conscious persons are immediately warned by discomfort to put on the mask. 


